Coordinator Catch-ups:
Local responses to Covid-19
10:00 - 11:30 every Wednesday

Agenda

• Welcome and programme updates
• The Bristol Food Kind campaign, Going for Gold & Feeding Bristol, Claire Jacob (Bristol Food Network) and Maurice Di Rossi (Feeding Bristol)
• Local partnership in action in Glasgow, Riikka Gonzalez, Glasgow Food Policy Partnership
• Hopes and concerns: Reflections from Sustain's Chief Exec Kath Dalmeny on what the future (may) hold
• AOBs
National perspective: What's next?

Kath Dalmeny

Chief Executive of Sustain, the alliance for better food and farming; also during Covid-19:
• Food and vulnerability lead for the Sustain alliance
• Sits on voluntary sector liaison groups with Defra and Shadow Defra
• Member of London’s Covid-19 food aid coordination group and London Food Board

Three things of concern for the future... Three glimmers of hope
Concerns for our food future 1: Leadership
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Concerns for our food future 2: Climate and nature emergency
Glimmers of hope 2: Sustainable food, farming and fishing renaissance
Concerns for our food future 3: Food poverty
Glimmers of hope: Food justice
Any questions?

Type them into the chat box on the right